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Abstract
We propose to find models that have low prediction error about targets while also
making their predictions using compressed intermediate representation of inputs.
We call our approach “supervised learning with information penalties” [SLIP].
SLIP can be useful when intermediate representations are transmitted over a lowbandwidth channel from a sender to a receiver, after which the receiver must make
statistical predictions about the targets. We show a fundamental connection between
SLIP and the information bottleneck method, and argue that our approach provides
a novel way to perform information bottleneck in continuous, non-linear spaces. We
implement SLIP using a noisy neural network in combination with a differentiable
non-parametric entropy estimator. This implementation is demonstrated on simple
problems using feed-forward and recurrent networks.
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Introduction

Broadly speaking, the goal of supervised learning is to learn a mapping from inputs to outputs, such
that it is then possible to make accurate predictions about outputs when given novel inputs. In this
paper, we introduce an extension of supervised learning in which the goal is to learning mappings that
not only offer accurate predictions, but also do so by using a compressed intermediate representation
of the inputs. We call this extension supervised learning with information penalties [SLIP].
SLIP is useful when inputs are collected at one location, predictions are made at another location,
and the two locations are connected by a low-capacity channel. As an illustration, consider a remote
weather station which makes detailed recordings of various meteorological variables (wind-speed,
precipitation, etc.). These measurements are used by a central server to make predictions about the
probabilities of different weather conditions for the next day. If the channel between the weather
station and server has low capacity, there are three ways one may attempt to implement this scenario:
1. The weather station compresses the meteorological data using some (lossless or lossy
compression) algorithm. We assume that the compression is not tailored to the prediction
task, but rather to accurate reconstruction of the meteorological data. This compressed
description is then sent to the server, where it is uncompressed. Finally, the server runs a
weather-prediction model that takes meteorological data as input.
2. The weather station compresses the meteorological data into some intermediate representation. This compressed intermediate representation is created with the prediction task in
mind; thus, the compression algorithm will throw away details of the meteorological data
that are irrelevant for prediction. The intermediate representation is transmitted to the server,
and the server runs a weather-prediction model that uses the intermediate representation as
input. This is the SLIP approach.
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3. The weather station runs locally a weather-prediction model which uses the raw meteorological data as input. It then transmit to the server a compressed description of the resulting
prediction.
In Appendix A, we show that approach #3 is formally equivalent to SLIP (approach #2). We also
show that SLIP will be better (and in most cases, strictly better) than approach #1 in terms of the
amount of information that needs to be transmitted while offering optimal weather predictions.
SLIP also has applications for prediction of temporal sequences, where recurrent neural networks
[RNNs] are often employed [1–4]. To use the example above, we might consider the case where the
server runs a dynamical system in order to predict weather trajectories across multiple days, with
initial conditions determined by data received from the weather station. Here SLIP provides a way to
find an RNN that offers accurate prediction of weather trajectories on the server, while minimizing
the number of bits that need to be transmitted by the weather station.
SLIP has other advantages besides predictions constrained by an intermediate low-capacity channel.
For example, because it only extracts information from the input that is relevant for predicting
the output, it can be used for feature selection and extraction, and for exploratory analysis of
data. Furthermore, for finite training data, SLIP has the additional advantage of functioning as an
information-theoretic regularizer; in some cases, this leads to improved generalization performance,
relative to supervised learning without regularization. However, in this work we do not fully explore
these aspects of SLIP.
In the next section, we discuss the conceptual approach behind SLIP.
We then provide details of our implementation of SLIP for finite, continuous-valued data. Our
implementation combines several important elements, including adaptive levels of stochastic noise
and a differentiable non-parametric estimator of entropy.
In section 4, we relate SLIP to previous work in machine learning, including research auto-encoders
and regularization. We also discuss the close relationship between SLIP and the information bottleneck
[IB] method [5]. The goals of the two approaches are similar: like SLIP, IB takes a distribution
over inputs and outputs and produces a compressed intermediate representation which is good for
predicting outputs. The major difference is the following: while both approaches make use of a
‘decoding map’ from intermediate representations to output predictions, in SLIP finding a good
decoding map is part of the optimization problem, while IB assumes that the globally-optimal
decoding map is available. This difference is important because the globally-optimal decoding map
may be very hard to compute, making IB impractical for some important scnearios. Possibly for this
reason, IB has so far only been implemented for random variables that are discrete-valued [5] or
continuous-valued but linearly-related [6]. As we show, optimizing the SLIP cost function is practical,
and formally equivalent to minimizing an upper bound on the IB cost function. Thus, SLIP can be
used to perform IB over continuous-valued, non-linearly-related random variables, which has never
been done before.
In section 5, we provide some preliminary results of SLIP on a digit classification task.
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2.1

Proposed approach
Definitions

Capital letters X usually indicate random variables, though can also indicate sets of outcomes,
constants, or functions, as will be clear from context. Latin letters x indicate outcomes of random
variables; lowercase Greek letters α are used to indicate parameters.
For information-theoretic functions, H(·) indicates Shannon entropy, H(·|·) indicates conditional
entropy, C(·k·) indicates the cross-entropy function, and D(·k·) indicates Kullback-Leibler [KL]
divergence. Given conditional distributions P1 (A = a|B = b) and P2 (A = a|B = b), we use
CA|B (P1 kP2 ) to indicate conditional cross-entropy, and DA|B (P1 kP2 ) to indicate conditional KL
divergence. M IP (A; B) indicates the mutual information between random variables A and B which
are jointly distributed according to P (A, B) (subscript P is left off when clear from context). All
logs are base-2 and all information-theoretic quantities are in units of bits.
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Throughout this work, we assume that inputs and outputs are distributed according to some joint
distribution Q(x, y), with marginals indicated by Q(y) and Q(m). We use the conditional probability
distribution Pθ (m|x) to indicate the encoding map from inputs from messages, where θ is a vector of
parameters, and the conditional probability distribution Pφ (y|m) to indicate the decoding map from
inputs from messages, where φ is a vector of parameters (these are described in more detail in the
next section).
We make use of the following notation:
Z
Qθ (y, m)

:=

Qθ (x, m)

:= Q(x)Pθ (m|x)
Z
:=
Q(x)Pθ (m|x) dx.

Qθ (m)
2.2

Q (x, y) Pθ (m|x) dx

(1)
(2)
(3)

SLIP

Consider the following scenario: inputs x ∈ X and outputs y ∈ Y are distributed according to joint
distribution Q(x, y), and there are two agents, a sender and a receiver, connected by a communication
channel. A sample input-output pair x, y is drawn from Q; then, the input x is provided to the sender,
while neither the sender nor the receiver are provided with y. The sender chooses a message m
according to the encoding map Pθ (m|x), and then transmits m to the receiver over the communication
channel. The receiver uses a decoding map Pφ (y|m) (parameterized by φ) to make a prediction about
the probabilities of different values of y.
For a given input x, the values of y will be distributed according to Q(y|x). The error of the receiver’s
predictions Pφ (y|m) can be measured via the cross-entropy of the two distributions:
Z
C(Q(Y |x)kPφ (Y |m)) := − Q(y|x) log Pφ (y|m) dy
(4)
For a fixed distribution Q, cross-entropy is minimized when Pφ (y|m) = Q(y|x) for almost all y. We
also define the expected error of the receiver’s prediction using the conditional cross-entropy, i.e., the
expectation of the cross-entropy in Eq. (4) across all inputs x and messages m:
Z
CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) := Q(x) Pθ (m|x) C(Qθ (Y |x)kPφ (Y |m)) dx dm
(5)
Z
= − Qθ (y, m) log Pφ (y|m) dy dy.
Traditionally, one would choose parameters θ and φ so as to minimize prediction error:
θ? , φ? = arg min CY |M (Qθ kPφ )

(6)

θ,φ

In SLIP, however, we are interested in minimizing not only the prediction error, but also the transmission cost, i.e., the number of bits that need to be sent when the sender transmits the message to the
receiver. Let T (θ) indicate the transmission cost, as function of encoding map parameters θ (note that
the transmitted bits will depend only on the encoding map and not the decoding map). We propose to
minimize
θ? , φ? = arg min CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) + αT (θ)
(7)
θ,φ

where α is a hyper-parameter that controls the balance between prediction error and transmission
cost.
Minimizing both prediction error and transmission cost presents an interesting trade-off. Lowest
prediction error can be achieved by making the message m a copy of input x, but this scheme will
carry a large transmission cost, since each x will need to be transmitted exactly. On the other hand,
sending no bits at all will eliminate transmission cost, but will have high prediction error, since the
receiver’s predictions cannot depend on m (nor, indirectly, x). The specifics of the trade-off will
depend on the distribution Q(x, y); for example, if y is independent of x, then the no-transmission
scenario is optimal.
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2.3

Transmission cost

There are, in fact, multiple ways of defining the transmission cost, T (θ), depending on the particular
communication scenario. We consider two possibilities.
In the first scenario, the sender receives some input x, uses the encoding map to convert this a given
message m, and then losslessly transmits m to receiver. The receiver then uses the decoding map to
make a prediction, achieving average prediction accuracy CY |M (Qθ kPφ ). Using optimal coding, the
transmission of a single m Rwill require on average H(Pθ (M )) bits per input, where H is the Shannon
entropy [7] and Pθ (m) = Q(x)Pθ (m|x) dx. Thus, in this ‘single-message’ regime, transmission
cost is naturally defined as 1
Tsingle (θ) := H(Pθ (M ))
In the second scenario, the sender first receives a block of n inputs x(n) := hx1 , . . . , xn i
sampled IID from Q(x), and transmits to the receiver a block of n messages m(n) :=
hm1 , . . . , mn i. If the
Qnsender were to select the transmitted block of messages by sampling from
Pθ (m(n) |x(n) ) := i=1 Pθ (mi |xi ), this would require nH(Pθ (M )) bits and again achieve average error CY |M (Qθ kPφ ). However, ‘block-coding’ results in information-theory [7] show that as
n → ∞, it is possible to achieve average error CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) while only transmitting nIQθ (X; M )
bits, where
Z
Pθ (m|x)
IQθ (X; M ) := Qθ (x, m) log R
dx dm
Qθ (x0 , m) dx0
is the mutual information between inputs and messages.
Thus, in the ‘block-coding’ regime, transmission cost is naturally defined as
Tblock (θ) := IQθ (X; M )
bits per input; a sketch of the relevant information-theoretic argument is found in Appendix B.
In this paper, we use Tblock for the transmission cost in Eq. (7), leading to the following SLIP cost
function:
LSLIP (θ, φ) := CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) + αIQθ (X; M )
(8)
However, it is important to note several points of comparison between Tsingle and Tblock .
First, block-coding results generally hold asymptotically as block lengths get large. In a situation
where inputs arrive over time as a data stream, the sender may have a long delay before a sufficient
number of inputs are available to make a block. Therefore, in cases where real-time predictions are
necessary and delays are not acceptable, it may be more appropriate to use the first transmission
scenario of transmission (leading to transmission cost Tsingle ), or possibly other scenarios based on
finite-blocklength coding [8–10].
Second, we can write the mutual information as:
IQθ (X; M ) = H(Qθ (M )) − H(Pθ (M |X))
By the non-negativity of conditional entropy, it can be seen that the mutual information is never
larger than H(Pθ (M )), i.e. Tsingle (θ) ≥ Tblock (θ). When encoding map Pθ is deterministic,
H(Pθ (M |X)) = 0, and single-message and block-coding transmission costs become equivalent.
More generally, if the noise level H(Pθ (M |X)) is held fixed, then single-message and block-coding
optimization problems (Eq. (7)) differ by a constant, and are equivalent. If, however, the amount of
noise is allowed to vary, then noisy (i.e., non-deterministic) encoding maps can be advantageous for
block-coding, since they decrease transmission cost Tblock , with noise acting as an adaptively-chosen
quantization. On the other hand, in the single-message regime, adding noise can only increase transmission cost Tsingle ; therefore, the SLIP cost function will be optimized by deterministic encoding
maps.
2.4

Recurrent neural networks

It is straightforward to generalize SLIP to the case of sequence models implemented by recurrent
neural networks [RNNs]. For simplicity, we consider a basic case in which a RNN is trained to
predict future trajectories of a temporal sequence given initial states.
1

Note that if m is continuous-valued, quantization will also be required, though here we ignore these details.
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Figure 1: The organization of the RNN. Initial state X1 is provided as input. This state is mapped to
a middle layer M1 according to Pθ (m|x). This middle layer updates itself over L-steps. At step t,
the network outputs a prediction X̂ t according to Pφ (x|m).
Let ~x := hx1 , . . . , xL i indicate a length-L sequence of states and assume a dataset D = {~x1 , . . . , ~xN }
~ = ~x). We imagine a network where
of N such sequences sampled from some ‘true’ distribution Q(X
initial states serve as input X1 , which then feeds into the initial middle layer state M1 according
to map Pθ (m|x). Middle layer states update themselves in a recurrent manner for Mt for t = 2..L
according to map Pγ (mt+1 |mt ), while generating future predictions X̂t for t..2 according to map
Pφ (x|m). (The flowchart of this RNN is diagrammed in Fig. 1. This topology is sometimes called
the “one-to-many” RNN)
Assuming as above that the map from X1 to M1 is stochastic, and that predictions at all points from
X2 to XL contribute to log likelihood, the RNN analogue of the LSLIP cost function is:
LSLIP (θ, φ) = αIQθ (X1 ; M1 ) +

L
X

CXt |Mt (Qθ kPφ )

(9)

t=2

where
Qθ (Mt = m, Xt = x) = Q(Xt = x)Pθ (m|x) .
Minimizing this cost function will identify networks that offer good predictions of future trajectories,
while minimizing the information transferred from initial input state to initial middle layer state.

3
3.1

Implementation
Overview

We now demonstrate an implementation of SLIP which learns optimal encoding and decoding maps
from finite data. We take advantage of the fact that SLIP can be naturally interpreted and implemented
using a neural network architecture.
We consider a feed-forward network with three continuous-valued layers: an input layer, a middle
layer, and an output layer.
The SLIP ‘encoding map’ corresponds to the mapping from input layer to middle layer states,
Pθ (m|x). Here, θ are neural network parameters specifying the mapping, typically including biases
and weights of connections to the middle layer. Unlike most neural network implementations, in our
case the mapping from the input to the middle layer can be stochastic. We define the mapping to be a
deterministic differentiable function fθ (x), plus Gaussian noise of variance σ 2 :

Pθ (m|x) := fθ (x) + N 0, σ 2 I
(10)
Note that σ is a trainable parameter (i.e., one of the elements of θ), and is optimized during the
learning process to minimize LSLIP (Eq. (8)). This parameter sets the noise levels so as to minimize
mutual information between input and middle layer activity, while still preserving prediction accuracy.
The SLIP ‘decoding map’ corresponds to the mapping from the middle layer states to predictions
about outputs, Pφ (y|m). We first let the mapping from middle layer to output layer states be a
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deterministic differentiable function fφ (m), with parameter vector φ typically specifying biases and
weights of connections to the output layer. Then, we define the decoding map as a Gaussian with unit
variance centered on fφ (m):
Pφ (y|m) := fφ (m) + N (0, I) .
3.2

Optimization

The neural network learns optimal encoding and decoding maps from a finite training dataset. We
assume that the training dataset D = {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xN , yN )} represents N input-output pairs
sampled IID from Q(x, y). In addition, each time a network is iterated (for example, during each
iteration of training, as well when testing the network on novel inputs), we stochastically sample a
middle-layer activation mi for each xi from Pθ (m|xi ).
To optimize LSLIP , we perform gradient descent in parameter space according to:
hθ, φit+1 ← hθ, φit − γ∇θ,φ

!
1 X
log Pφ (yi |mi ) + αI¯θ,D (X; M )
−
N i

(11)

where γ is a learning rate parameter and I¯θ,D (X; M ) is a finite-sample estimator of mutual information IQθ (X; M ).
Accounting for the stochasticity of the mapping from x to m, the expected step direction will
correspond to the expected gradient:


1
¯
∇θ,φ − EPθ [ log Pφ (yi |Mi ) ] + αIθ,D (X; M )
N
and as the training dataset size N → ∞, the expected gradient steps converge to:

To estimate the mutual information, we first note that IQθ (X; M ) = I(fφ (X); M ). Let d indicate
the dimensionality of fθ (x). We approximate the distribution of fθ (X) as a mixture of Gaussians
with variance h, with one Gaussian centered at each fθ (xi ) for i = 1..N . h is chosen using cross
validation to maximize the leave-one-out log likelihood of the data [11]:




2
X
X
1
kf
(x
)
−
f
(x
)k
1
θ
i
θ
j
2 
√
(12)
h = arg max
log 
exp −
d/2
n
−
1
2s
s
2πs
i
j6=i
Note that we approximate the distribution of fθ (X) as a mixture of Gaussians with variance h, and
that the channel from fθ (X) to middle layer activity M is an Additive White Noise Gaussian channel
with noise variance σ 2 (Eq. (10)). This allows us to use a ‘variational’ upper bound on the mutual
information (described in detail in [12]):


1 X
1 X
kfθ (xi ) − fθ (xj )k22
σ2
I(fφ (X); M ) ≤ −
log
exp −
−
d
log
(13)
N i
N j
2(σ 2 + h)
σ2 + h
We equate I¯θ,D (X; M ) with the RHS of Eq. (13). Note that in a situation where fθ (xi ) are mapped
into several well-separated clusters (a commonly-encountered solution to the optimization problem
posed here), this bound becomes tight [12].
Thus, performing gradient descent according to Eq. (11) minimizes an upper bound on LSLIP of
Eq. (8). We carry out the following alternating procedure:
1. Holding θ fixed, we use an optimizer to select the best value of h according to Eq. (12).
2. Holding h, we take several stochastic gradient descent steps according to Eq. (11). Note that
step 2 also updates the noise level σ 2 . It also relies on the fact that the mutual information
estimator in Eq. (13) is differentiable in σ 2 and other parameters in θ.
The optimization is performed using off-the-shelf deep learning frameworks [13, 14].
See [15–19] for related ideas about using neural networks to optimize non-parametric estimates of
information-theoretic functions.
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4

Relation to existing approaches

We discuss the relation of our method to existing approaches in auto-encoders, regularization, and the
information bottleneck.
4.1

Auto-encoders

Auto-encoders can be consider as a special case of the supervised learning, in which the output Y
is a copy of the input X. It is natural to penalize the coding length of middle layers as a way of
compressing data in a way that allows accurate reconstruction, and in fact this was suggested in early
work on auto-encoders [20, 21]. More recent work has looked at denoising auto-encoders [22], which
– like our approach – find more robust encodings by injecting noise into the map between input and
middle layers.
However, there are also several differences between our approach and existing auto-encoder work.
First, with the exception of [23], these ideas have generally not been applied to the supervised learning
context. Furthermore, existing treatments treat middle layer state space as a discrete-valued, limiting
the flexibility of possible middle-layer representations and mappings from input layers to middle
layers (SLIP generally allows middle layer states to be either discrete- or continuous-valued; here
we implement the latter case). Finally, existing work has looked at either penalizing middle layer
encoding length (analogous to our ‘transmission cost’), or injecting noise into the map, rather than
combing the two as we do here. Because of this, denoising autoencoders do not have a notion of
“optimal” noise level on the training data (since less noise would improve prediction error on the
training data), and cannot directly adapt the noise level.
4.2

Regularization by injecting noise

Adding noise to neural network activity has been shown to be an effective regularization technique
in terms of improving generalization performance (e.g., [24]). Unlike these approaches, however,
our primary motivation for adding noise is not regularization, but rather to control the amount of
information passed from inputs to middle layers. For this reason, unlike typical regularization
techniques, we add noise both during training and testing regimes. However, as our results show, in
some cases our approach can also improve generalization performance.
In the RNN context, it has been argued that noise should only be added to the map from inputs to
middle states, rather than in the recurrent connections (where the noise can amplify itself and drown
out all signal) [25]. This is concordant with our proposal to constrain the information transferred
from input to middle states, rather than over the recurrent connections (section 2.4).
4.3

Information bottleneck

The information bottleneck [IB] [5, 26, 27] is a method for extracting information in one random
variable that is relevant for predicting another random variable.
The IB takes a joint distribution over two random variables X and Y with joint distribution Q (x, y)
and posits a “bottleneck” variable M . M is defined to be a stochastic function of X, while also being
conditionally independent of Y given X. Using our previous notation, IB searches for maps Pθ (m|x)
which minimize mutual information between X and M , while maximizing mutual information
between M and Y :
arg min −IQθ (M ; Y ) + αIQθ (X; M ) =: LIB
θ

where we use LIB to indicate the information bottleneck cost function, and the first mutual information
term is computed using Eq. (1) and the second mutual information using Eq. (2).
There is a fundamental connection between the SLIP cost function LSLIP and the informationbottleneck cost function LIB . We first write the SLIP cost function (Eq. (8)):
LSLIP = CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) + αIQθ (X; M )
= H (Qθ (Y |M )) + DY |M (Qθ kPφ ) + αIQθ (X; M )
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Figure 2: Values of α, prediction error (cross-entropy), and compression (MI) using a feedforwardnetwork on the MNIST dataset. Training set results shown in blue and testing in green.
Note that the minimizing LSLIP is equivalent to minimizing LSLIP + const. Thus, we add the constant
−H(Q(Y )) to LSLIP to define the equivalent:
L0SLIP = LSLIP − H (Q(Y ))
= −IQθ (Y ; M ) + DY |M (Qθ kPφ ) + αIQθ (X; M )
= LIB + DY |M (Qθ kPφ )

(14)

Thus, minimizing LSLIP is equivalent to minimizing an upper bound on LIB , where the middle layer
functions as the bottleneck variable. More specifically, L0SLIP is composed of two terms: the IB cost
function LIB , and a penalty term that pushes the map Pφ (y|m) to correspond to the conditional
distribution Qθ (y|m) (as defined in Eq. (1)).
Note that computing the integral in Eq. (1) needed to find the exact decoding map may be intractable,
and may encounter estimation issues if Q is fit using a finite training dataset. SLIP addresses this
by finding the best encoding and decoding maps within a parametric family, in this way providing a
tractable upper bound to IB.
Connections between neural networks and the IB have been previously explored [28], but by penalizing the information between input and middle layers, we develop a much more direct link. In
addition, the IB has been previously developed only for discrete-valued random variables [5], or for
continuous-valued random variables that are related in a linear fashion [6]. Our approach provides a
general way to perform non-linear IB on continuous-valued random variables.

5
5.1

Results
Feedforward

As a preliminary demonstration of the feasibility of SLIP, we demonstrate it on a simple feed forward
network, with a middle layer containing 10 nodes. This network was trained using 2000 randomly
sampled images from the MNIST dataset of 10 digits, with the output being the digit class. The
network was trained to minimize LSLIP and then tested on 2000 other randomly sampled images.
Figure 2 show values of α, prediction error (cross-entropy), and compression (MI) on the MNIST
dataset, for both training and testing datasets. By varying α, we can smoothly tradeoff between
prediction error and compression. First, when α = 0 (no information-theoretic regularization is
performed), the MI between input and middle layer is approximately ~15 bits (not shown). However,
even for extremely small positive α, MI decreases to ~8 bits with no loss in performance, showing that
middle layer activity was previously storing a a large amount of information irrelevant for prediction.
As α increases further, the expected monotonic relationship holds for the training data: MI decreases,
while prediction performance worsens. For testing data, however, there is a regularization effect: for
small values of α, MI values decrease while prediction error also decreases, reaching it’s minimum at
α ≈ 1, MI ≈ 3 bits (notice that to store one of 10 equiprobable options requires ∼ 3.32 bits). Thus,
some amount of information-theoretic regularization improves generalization performance on testing
data. Once MI is decreased further, the monotonic relationship that was observed in the training set
also arises on the training dataset: prediction error increases as MI decreases.
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Figure 3: Middle layer activity for three values of α on the MNIST dataset.
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Figure 4: Demonstration of the RNN task. The networks were given the four rows of a MNIST image
as input, and trained to predict the rest of the image. An example ground truth sequence is on the left,
and the corresponding predicted sequence is on the right.

Some insight into these networks can be derived by plotting the activity of the middle layer for
different values of α. Fig. 3 shows activity for α=0, 1, and 2. Each point represents the activation
of the middle layer for a given input sample in the training datset. The 10-dimensional points are
projected to 2 dimensions using PCA, and points are colored according to their true output (i.e. digit).
For α = 0, the points corresponding to each digits are located in relatively diffuse clouds. For α = 1,
points corresponding to different digits are packed in relatively-compact clusters. For α = 2, there is
little structure in the middle layer activity.

5.2

Recurrent neural networks

We also implemented a simple SLIP for RNNs, as a preliminary demonstration of the feasibility of
the approach in this domain.
Our architecture consisted of a one-to-many RNN (Fig. 1) that learned to predict 5-long sequences of
112-dimensional vectors. The recurrent middle layer consisted of 15 nodes.
We again used MNIST data, sampling 2000 images for training dataset and 2000 images for the
testing dataset. However, instead of predicting the digits, we predicted image content. Specifically,
each image in MNIST consists of 28x28 grayscale pixels. We discarded the first 8 rows, and then
grouped the remaining rows into sets of 4, converting each input image into 5x112 matrix. The
network was given the first row of this matrix as input, and then asked to predict rows 2,3,4 and 5
using a recurrent architecture. The task is demonstrated diagrammed in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 show values of α, prediction error (cross-entropy), and compression (MI) on this task, for
both training and testing datasets. As in the feedforward network, we again observe that by varying
α, we can smoothly trade-off between prediction error and information storage. Interestingly, we do
not see a regularization effect for small values of α as before; understanding the cause of this requires
further investigation.
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Figure 5: Values of α, prediction error (cross-entropy), and compression (MI) using an RNN. Training
set results shown in blue and testing in green.
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Appendix A

Comparison of SLIP to other approaches

In the introduction, we argued that:
(A) SLIP is formally equivalent to a scenario in which a sender first uses an input to make a
probabilistic prediction about the output, and then sends a compressed description of the
prediction to the receiver.
(B) SLIP is better than a scheme in which the sender compresses the input using a some generalpurpose compression algorithm (one that is not tailored toward the prediction task), sends
the compressed input to the receiver, and the receiver then uncompresses the input and
makes a prediction.
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Here we provide formal justification for these claims.
First consider scenario (A). Assume the sender maps each input x to a probabilistic prediction of the
output, indicated by Px (Y = y). The sender convert Px to some transmittable description s (e.g.,
s could be a binary string) and transmits s to the receiver. The receiver gets s and decodes from it
some probabilistic prediction about outputs Y , i.e., a probability distribution over Y . Formally, the
sender’s actions can be represented by a map from inputs to description-of-predictions d according
to some P (s|x), and the receiver’s action can be represented by some P (y|s) that uncovers a set of
probabilistic prediction about Y given s. In this sense, scenario A is formally equivalent to SLIP,
with s, the description-of-predictions, acting as the ‘message’ m as formulated in SLIP.
We now compare scenario (B) to SLIP. Assume that the encoding maps for scenario (B) and for
SLIP is chosen from the same space of possible encoding maps Θ, and similarly that the decoding
maps are chosen from the same space of possible decoding maps Φ. The difference is that in SLIP
the encoding map is chosen in order to minimize the overall objective of minimizing transmission
cost while lowering prediction error, while in scenario (B) the encoding map is chosen to minimize
transmission cost while lowering some arbitrary distortion function. In both cases, the decoding maps
are chosen to minimize prediction error. We show that, for a given number of transmitted bits, SLIP
will generally achieve lower prediction error.
To begin, let θ? , φ? be a solution to the SLIP optimization problem:
θ? , φ? = arg min CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) + αIQθ (X; M )
θ∈Θ,φ∈Φ

and let E(θ) indicate the best prediction error achievable given fixed encoding map Pθ :
E(θ) := min CY |M (Qθ0 kPφ )
φ∈Φ

Note that the incurred prediction error, ESLIP := CY |M (Qθ? kPφ? ), is a solution to the minimization
problem:
ESLIP = min E(θ)
θ∈Θ
(15)
subject to IQθ (X; M ) ≤ R
where R := IQθ? (X; M ).
Now assume that scenario (B) maps input x to compressed description m according to some Pθ0 (m|x),
which is chosen using rate-distortion minimization:
θ0 = arg min EQθ [d(x, m)]
θ∈Θ

(16)

subject to IQθ (X; M ) ≤ R
where d is some arbitrary distortion function and R is defined as above. The prediction error for
scenario (B) is given by the best decoding map φ0 , given that the encoding map is specified by θ0 :
ECOMP = E(θ0 ).
Note that generally

ECOMP (θ0 ) ≥ ESLIP
(17)
since the former is achieved by optimizing only the decoding map φ, while the latter is achieved
by optimizing both the encoding map θ and decoding map φ (note that the rate constraint which is
explicit in Eq. (15) is also satisfied by θ0 , by definition in Eq. (16)).
We now show that in many situations, the inequality in Eq. (17) will be strict. Assume for simplicity
that Θ is the the space of all possible deterministic maps from x to m, and let fθ (x) indicate the
message m corresponding to input x when the deterministic map indexed by θ is used. Note that the
assumption of deterministic maps means that the mutual information is equal to the entropy:
IQθ0 (X; M ) = H(Qθ0 (M ))
where Qθ0 (M ) is defined according to Eq. (3).
Let θ0 be chosen according to Eq. (16), and m1 , m2 be any two messages such that the marginal
probabilities of the two messages obey
Qθ0 (m1 ) ≤ Qθ0 (m2 ) .
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(18)

0
Let x̂ be some input such that fθ0 (x̂) = m1 , and let θx̂→m
indicate a slight modification of the map
2
0
θ , where input x̂ is mapped to message m2 rather than m1 :

fθ0 (x) if x 6= x̂
0
fθx̂→m
(x) =
2
m2
otherwise
0
It is easy to show that, due to Eq. (18), H(Qθx̂→m
(M )) < H(Qθ0 (M )) . Since we also assumed
2
0
0
that θ was chosen to minimize distortion, this means that d(x̂, m1 ) ≤ d(x̂, m2 ) – otherwise θx̂→m
2
would be chosen as the solution to Eq. (16), given that it would obey that rate constraint and also
have lower distortion.

0
It is quite possible, however, that E(θ0 ) > E(θx̂→m
) – in other words, a lower prediction error is
2
possible by switching x̂ from m1 to m2 . Then,
0
E(θ0 ) > E(θx̂→m
) ≥ ESLIP
2

making the inequality Eq. (17) strict.
To summarize, given the assumptions stated above, a sufficient condition for the inequality to be strict
is for there to exist an x̂ and an m2 such that:
≤ Qθ0 (m2 )
and
d(x̂, fθ0 (x̂)) ≤ d(x̂, m2 )
0
E(θ0 ) > E(θx̂→m
)
2
Qθ0 (fθ0 (x̂))

As the number of inputs and messages grows, the existence of such a pair x̂ and an m2 becomes
increasingly likely.

Appendix B

Mutual information as transmission cost

In the main text, we consider the situation in which the sender receives an entire block of inputs x(n) := hx1 , . . . , xn i and transmits to the receiver an entire block of messages m(n) :=
hm1 , . . . , mn i. We claim that for any θ, as n → ∞ it is sufficient for the sender to transmit to the
receiver IQθ (X; M ) bits per input, and still achieve average error CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) per input.
The proof is based on standard rate-distortion arguments, specifically the achievability of the ratedistortion function. The central
Qn idea is the following: if the sender were to sample a block of messages
from Pθ (m(n) |x(n) ) := i=1 Pθ (mi |xi ) and transmit this block exactly, transmission would require
nH(Pθ (M )) bits and achieve some average error CY |M (Qθ kPφ ). Instead, for each x(n) , the sender
can deterministically select one particular block of messages, which is defined to have the same
statistics as most other samples from Pθ (m(n) |x(n) ). Sending this particular block takes on average
nIQθ (X; M ) bits, but still allows the receiver to achieve the error CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) per input.
Slightly more formally, we sketch a proof based on [7, section 10.5]. Define a deterministic function
f : X n → M n which maps each x(n) into a block of messages f (x(n) ). Using a random code, f
is defined so that each f (x(n) ) is jointly distortion typical with x(n) . This means that the pair of
blocks hx(n) , f (x(n) )i is approximately the same as most samples from Pθ (m(n) |x(n) ) in terms
of the frequencies of the occurrence of each pair of outcomes (x, m), and in terms of the average
prediction error C(Q(Y |x)kPθ (Y |m)) (Eq. (4)) per co-occurring (x, m) combination.
Now assume that the cardinality of the image of f is 2n(IQθ (X;M )+) . As n →, it can be shown that
the expected prediction error across the block
Z
n
1X
Q(xn )
C(Q(Y |X = [xn ]i )kPθ (Y |M = [f (x(n) )]i )) dxn ≤ CY |M (Qθ kPφ ) + 
n i=1
where [·]i indicates the ith element in a block. At the same time, the transmission cost reflects the
expected number of bits needed to transmit some block of messages f (x(n) ):
H(f (X (n) )) ≤ n(IQθ (X; M ) + )
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where  can be made as small as desired.
The above assumed that M is a discrete-valued random variable. If M is continuous-valued, the
same results can be recovered by quantizing M to a resolution ∆, then taking the limit of ∆ → ∞.
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